Guide to strategy design, implementation and delivery
‘Strategy’ is a way of thinking, not just a plan to achieve
something.
Over focus on defining the detail will create obligations within
delivery and performance monitoring that become too
burdensome to maintain.
Take a step back, identify the priorities, consider how best these
will be achieved and then create the ‘objectives’ and ‘actions’ to
reflect that.
Do not confuse strategy with tactics. Strategy is bigger picture
(vision and objectives); tactics are individual delivery methods
(linked to actions).
‘Strategists’ can work in any setting, as long as they are
accompanied by ‘tacticians’ and ‘advisors’ who have experience
of the field and how best to operate within it. Strategists,
therefore, need not be too possessive about the ‘Strategic Plans’
they assist to design. Tacticians should not assume they are best
placed to design strategies. Combined value of diverse skills,
experience and understanding are key to successful collaboration.

Where are we? Where do we realistically need to be?
How do we best achieve that?

Tony Saggers, Stratac Logical Director, has adapted this approach to strategy from experiences
as a UK Organised Crime Threat Lead, responsible for countering threats, risk and harm within
and upon the UK and from a lead role to design, implement and manage UK and international
methods for the use of expert and specialist evidence for criminal investigations and courts.
He has worked globally in these fields, advising ministries and international agencies and
presented at a range of overseas and UK events promoting collaborative working. He has also
utilised this methodology for County Lines strategies, policing responses to high impact crime
and within recent consultancy commitments in Albania, Armenia, Kosovo, Palestine and Ukraine.

Strategies should be designed, taking account of how they will be delivered.
The CRAFT approach encourages engaging the right participants and stakeholders – ensuring
limitations are factored – building in justifiable flexibility – maintaining discipline to the key
objectives and defining ownership and responsibilities, all from the outset.

The most effective use of strategies occurs when stakeholders have confidence to
change outdated/placed methods that sap resources while conveying dwindling
benefits. Objectives can remain focused, while accommodating evolving tactics.

Components and staged approach: 1 Strategy & Vision
what is the current situation?
Where do we want to get to?
Why?
How do we inform achieving that?

Single vision presented as one sentence.
Making it clear what the outcome of the
strategy is realistically
striving to
achieve.

Recorded material that constructively
informs an understanding of the current
situation and may influence proposals
for setting objectives and/or actions.

Vision

Information
Insight from a range of sources
providing logic, reasoning, and
evaluation opportunities to challenge or
corroborate information.

Reflecting your ‘mission’ or purpose,
identifying the vision of what you want
to achieve and creating a plan to advise
and steer policy and activity.

Strategy
Critical Thinking

Why?
In response to and towards what positive outcomes?

Intelligence

Contributions from lived, worked, and
researched exposure and findings,
relevant to understanding the situation
and setting achievable objectives .

When?
Experience

Situation

Longevity
Commencement, then short, medium or long term?
delivery?

Where?

Application
Organisational, local, regional, national, international?

Where we are now. Established
awareness of the causes for needing a
strategy and impact they are creating,
including to the current response.

Understanding

Knowledge alone is not powerful
and can be misused to poor effect.
Understanding takes knowledge to
a compelling and influential level.

It is crucial from the outset that
strategies and strategic plans are wellinformed and influenced by unbiased
observation, interpretation, reflection
and evaluation of assimilated material
and experience.
The strategy must reflect bigger picture
implications and recognise a potential
range of outcomes.
Participants at this early stage are
required to acknowledge the value of
combining awareness towards greater
understanding.
Effective strategies commence with a
priority to creating realistic objectives,
driving achievable actions. These should
be
challenging
but
not
feel
insurmountable.

The strategic vision drives the collection process. The collection outcome informs the delivery strategy.
TM
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Components and staged approach: 2 Understanding the Situation / Threat
what is the cause of the situation?
who does it impact and how?
What risks require mitigation?
What harm must be reduced?
Threat

Clear and detailed understanding of
not only the outcome the threat causes
but why the threat exists. How these
currently manifest and persist.

Ongoing

From experience and intelligence, it
should be possible to factor predictions
through professional assessment. This
adds a degree of future proofing.

Evolving

Emerging

Threat assessments must be current to
inform robust and effective strategies.
An assessment of the situation should
include insight of recent developments.

What can be done to reduce the
likelihood that the threat will
have impact?

Risk
mitigation

Safeguarding
vulnerability
How can we protect those at risk?
Including
changing
their
environment, access to them and
response when encountered.

Harm
reduction

Disrupting
exploitation

If risk is relentless, how do we
prevent harm being caused and
provide greater support to
potential and actual victims?

Combining measures to reduce
the efficiency of perpetrators,
while increasing potential victim
awareness.

Drivers

Environment

Platforms

Logistics

Where does the threat thrive and
exploit? Actual and virtual. What
tangible resources does the
threat rely upon for success?

Prevention AND Cure
Strategic responses to threats should enable a balanced
approach towards ‘prevention’ and ‘reaction’. The strategic
action plan should include objectives and actions that target
the threat and support the consequences. ‘Targeting’ may
include education and disruption, while professional guidance
provides clarity regarding 'thresholds’ for risk and harm.

What motivates the threat? How
does it achieve efficiency? What
specific methods have been
employed and adapted?

Enablers

Tactics
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Weight applied to actions

Components and staged approach: 3 Response and Resources
Capability v Capacity
For strategies to be robust, effective and efficient - design must
take account of what ‘can’ and ‘could’ be achieved. The
difference is the disparity between skills & experience and
resources & funding. Part of the strategy may need to focus on
increasing the latter to ensure the strategy is well served
and/or enhancing the efficiency of the former.

Mandatory

How are we currently responding?
Do we need to change that?
What methods do we use to decide?
What resources are available?

Advisory
Optional
Accompanied by rationale

Prioritising what you want to achieve
will inform decisions to set the ‘strategic
objectives’ – the key headings to which
delivery actions are designated.

Does current policy reflect the
current situation? Updated policy
rarely requires complete redesign.
Does policy support practice?

Response

Already
doing?

Prior to moving forward, ensure a clear
awareness of current activity is
considered. Change and development
must be informed by this.

Resources

Policy
Which methods are being utilised
to respond and do they reflect the
current threat assessment? Are
some methods outdated?

Do not change it

Positive
outcomes

What roles, experience, skills and
funding are required to deliver
‘practice’ in line with ‘policy’ to
serve the strategic objectives?

What works?

Positive outcomes should, on the
whole, reflect strategic objectives
and achieve the vision.

Practice

Needs
improving?

Requires
change?

How?

Why & What?

Unintended
consequences

New methods?

The strategy should be well
communicated, clearly defined and
confidently delivered.

What difference?

Managing
expectation
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During design, apply a pragmatic approach
to identifying potentially detracting
outcomes from well-intended proposals.
TM

Components and staged approach: 4 Objectives and Strategic Plan
What are the priority achievements towards the vision?
How are they best set as strategic objectives?
How do they interact within a strategic plan?
Do they cover key elements of delivery and reflect policy?
Objectives should specify an
achievement to be reached,
not simply direct action.
They should include a
statement of intent and be
clearly defined.

Strategic
Objectives

For the ‘vision’ to be achieved, the
strategic objectives must reflect a
more detailed overview of priorities.

Objectives set goals; actions
deliver towards positive
outcomes.

Objectives & Actions

Objectives can have subsections but must overarch
actions, for drive and focus.

C R A F T
Collaborative
Challenging but achievable
from the outset.

Design and
participants.

delivery

Realistic

Flex with evolving situation,
taking account of change.

Applying

Ownership, accountability
and communication.

Focused
Adaptable

Clearly and concisely set out
vision, strategic objectives
and actions.

Strategic Plan

Transparent

Vision

Identify
timelines,
review
points, measurable activity and
intended outcomes .

Allocate ownership of delivery
and management responsibility
for each strategic objective.

Not distracted by incidents
and ‘non-trend activity’.
If we do this, that
should happen .

We understand
and can explain
why.

The vision will not be achieved if the
objectives do not align to it and each
other. The objectives represent higher
level detail of intended outcomes, and
when combined represent cumulative
success.
To achieve these objectives, the actions
set under them, within the strategic plan,
must generate progress towards each
intended outcome.

Strategy & Tactics
Successful strategies combine both from
the outset, with a clear understanding of
each. Achievable objectives rely upon use
of methods most likely to generate
positive impact. Actions direct what
needs to happen, tactics reflect how best
to do so.
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Components and staged approach: 5 Actions and Tactics
What do we need to do to deliver to the objectives?
How do we best achieve this?
Is practice endorsed by policy?
Can we review and measure our activity?

Only continue to do what is proving to
have incremental and progressive impact.

Actions

Effective

Resources and funding are monitored, to
maximise value and productivity.
Justified and compliant delivery of actions
(tactics) resisting challenges and counters.

Efficient

What are the priority
things to do, towards
delivering the objectives
and overarching vision?

Defined

Each action is clear in direction, intent,
what success is and to what objective(s).

Owned

All actions are allocated to an individual or
small group to oversee delivery.

Measurable

The action pursues tangible progress and
outcomes, being periodically reviewed.

What?

Robust
How?

Actions
Setting actions requires attention
to what needs to happen, to
deliver to the strategic objectives.
This requires focus and discipline. If
important actions are identified
that do not fit within the strategic
plan, the objectives need to be
reviewed.
Tactics
Actions tell us what to do. How we
do that becomes a choice, based
upon evidence or assessment of
what works best. Our methods to
‘do the things’ include tactics,
employed to maximise impact and
positive outcomes.

What is the best way to do
those things, to ensure
they are most effective,
efficient and robust?

With?

Tactics
Design and deliver strategies WITH
participants, not FOR them. Involve
experienced
practitioners
in
discussion and utilise a range of
experience in delivery. Seek diverse
views regarding what ‘success’ looks
like. This should inform action
setting.

Briefing
Do
participants
know what to do
and
what
is
expected of them?
From the outset
and as delivery
progresses?

Organisation

Training

Establish skill sets.
Define roles.
Set parameters.
Agree protocols.
Create
comms
platforms.
Be visible.
Be accessible.
Be approachable.

Stakeholders
Partners

Community

Do participants know how to do
what is expected of them? From
the outset and as delivery
progresses.
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Delivery challenges
The longer the term a strategy is
designed to deliver, the greater the
challenges it faces. This not least
includes examples such as:
Loss of focus and mission creep
Inflexible application of objectives
Communication lapses and decline
Reduced performance recording
Business as usual overrides learning
Compliance complacency
Ineffective tactics remain in use
Thresholds become outdated

Components and staged approach: 6 Management and Delivery
Is leadership and ownership of the strategy clear and productive?
Are participants engaged, motivated and functioning?
Is delivery compliant with wider obligations?
Is impact towards change being monitored and measured?

Management

Leadership

Co-ordination

Visibility. Direction. Motivation.

Guidance. Support. Organisation.

Designated
strategy
owner(s),
allocated deputising responsibilities
to oversee objectives and delivery.

Accountability

Communication

Digital & physical

Briefing. Learning. Activity. Media.

Administration. Performance. Policy.

Informing

Performance

Outcome
Strategic
Objectives

Vision

Impact

Incremental and focused
progress towards positive
outcomes, with examples.

Compliance

Within the law, regulations, formal
guidance, policy and funding /
resourcing governance.

Tangible, recordable and
measurable gains.

Delivering
Reviewing

Action Learning

Change
Ongoing movement from
current situation towards
vision, with key indicators.

Responsibility
Are we maintaining focus to
prioritise those the strategy was
designed to assist?

Developing

Delivery

Liability
Are we delivering the strategy to
standards and ethics that satisfy
professional obligations?

The majority of directed activity
should reflect the actions, respond
to the objectives and contribute
towards achieving the vision.

Applying

Incentive
Does delivery remain motivated and have the
confidence of stakeholders, practitioners,
participants, observers and recipients?
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7 Conclusion: The bicycle has never been reinvented… because generally – it works. However, it has greatly evolved.

Bicycle
As with consideration of previous
delivery for new strategy design,
there are key components that
prove invaluable and should not be
removed. (2 wheels, seat, frame,
handlebars and pedals). Essentially
the components that take us
forward, with stability and
confidence. Without them change
may be too challenging and
developments less effective.

Example of how a Strategic (Action)
Plan was set out, having followed
the approach detailed in this
guidance. This approach affords
significant flexibility in design but
steers focus and considerations.
This example sat above
spreadsheets, detailing the
objectives, actions, tactics,
ownership, review periods and
positive statements to achieve for
each. This strategy remains in place.

Bicycle
Well considered additions to
existing methods generate
exponential change – without the
need for major disruption. (The
chain, increasing efficiency and
facilitating the introduction of
gears). Sound strategies build on
success as opposed to over focus on
failings. What requires
improvement and affords
opportunity for innovation.

Bicycle
Developments can occasionally
become idealistic, losing site of
practicalities. A strategy designed
for efficiency may lack direction
regarding effectiveness. Subtle
combinations of each are essential.
The most streamlined and efficient
bicycles (racing) have significant
limitations (terrain, narrow user
demographic, robustness) and lack
scope, despite intricate design.

Bicycle
Conversely, the adapted (mountain)
bike is less efficient (pure speed)
but far more capable of a range of
tasks and functions – within varied
environments and for a wider
demographic. Strategy design
should address such issues. One
size does not fit all, hence
objectives and actions that address
priorities across the situation and
response are crucial to success.

Strategies should not be designed as all
encompassing. They will become burdensome to
manage and swiftly outdated. Better to set high
priorities and key actions. Strategy designers
should not necessarily feel obliged to recommend
tactics (for certain actions). How an action is
achieved may best be dealt with by those who
manage and deliver the strategy, following advice
regarding the positive statement for each. ‘If we do
this – that should happen’.
‘Strategy’ is a way of thinking, not just a plan to
achieve something. Think positively.
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